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GROSS REVENUE
TBA

EBITDA
TBA

BUSINESS TYPE
Football Clubs

COUNTRY
Italy

BUSINESS ID
L#20230584

110+Year-Old Historical Football Club

Born in the crucible of competition, this football club has navigated the intricate
rhythms of the beautiful game since its inception in the early 20th century. Through
decades of highs and lows, triumphs and challenges, it has stood as a testament to the
undying spirit of sport.

This football institution emerged from the fervor of local enthusiasts who sought to
etch their mark on the rich canvas of Italian football. The nascent years were marked
by an unwavering commitment to the game, with players donning the colors of their
beloved team and stepping onto the pitch with a sense of purpose that would come to
define the essence of the club.

FC has experienced fluctuations in its footballing journey, moving through different
divisions in the Italian football pyramid. The club has often been a focal point for local
enthusiasts and a source of community pride. Over the years, FC has contributed to the
vibrant football culture in the region.

The team's home matches are played at the stadium that has witnessed the highs and
lows of clubs performances. The stadium serves as a gathering place for passionate
fans who come together to support their beloved club.

Club has also played a role in nurturing young talent through its youth academy,
contributing to the development of aspiring footballers who dream of wearing the iconic
red and blue jersey. The club's commitment to youth development reflects a dedication
to building a sustainable future for both the team and the broader football community.

The club's online presence and digital platforms serve as a bridge between fans and
the team, providing updates, highlights, and a sense of connection for supporters near
and far.
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